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VENGEANCE WITHOUT JUSTICE, 
INJUSTICE WITHOUT RETRIBUTION 
THE AFRO~AMERICAN COUNCIeS STRUGGLE 
AGAINST RACIAL VIOLENCE 
SHAWN LEIGH ALEXANDER 
wr 
1 he Negro's friend has dwindled to a Smith 
& Wesson pistol, a Repeating Rifle, 50 rounds 
of ammunition for each, a good, strong nerve, 
a lesson in good marksmanship, and then 
use." That was the call from the editors of the 
Wichita Searchlight on January 19, 1901, just one 
week after the streets of Leavenworth, Kansas, 
witnessed the burning of Fred Alexander, a 
twenty-two-year-old black Spanish-American 
war veteran. The brutal murder of Alexander 
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horrified many African Americans through-
out the region, who decided that it was time 
to stand up and let their grievances be heard 
by argument and hot lead if necessary. It was 
in this environment that many black citizens 
banded together to create a state branch of the 
country's only national civil rights organization 
of the period, the Afro-American Council. This 
article highlights the activities of the Kansas 
Afro-American Council and its response to 
the lynching of Fred Alexander. In doing so it 
demonstrates that the Council, on the national 
and local levels, represented the persistence 
of a protest tradition in post-Reconstruction 
America and showed the desire among certain 
individuals for the creation and preservation of 
a national civil rights organization.! 
To understand the desire of many within 
the African American community to create 
a national civil rights organization, it is 
important to know the social and political 
situation in which much of the community 
lived. Only a generation removed from slavery, 
African America remained locked in a brawl 
with white America over their very existence. 
Although many white Americans prospered 
during the Gilded Age and the Progressive 
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Era, benefiting from limited political, social, 
and economic reforms, conditions for African 
Americans reached their lowest point in the 
post-Emancipation era. This was a time of 
political disfranchisement, segregation, share-
cropping, mob violence, Social Darwinism, 
and pseudoscientific racism. In the economic 
sphere, laws were written and rewritten to 
restrain black mobility. In politics, beginning 
in 1890 with the Mississippi Plan, which used a 
combination of literacy tests, an "understand-
ing" clause, and a poll tax, African Americans 
were systematically disenfranchised in much 
of the South and border states. In the social 
realm, beginning with Tennessee in 1880, 
states steadily passed statutes that segregated 
African Americans on railroad cars, in depots, 
and on wharves. Then, after the Supreme 
Court declared the Civil Rights Act of 1875 
'unconstitutional in 1883, southern govern-
ments began banning blacks from public and 
private establishments, including hotels, res-
taurants, theaters, parks, and libraries. Within 
a few years numerous states also began institut-
ing laws that segregated schools, and in little 
over a decade the Supreme Court, with its 
famous decision in Plessy v. Ferguson, legally 
sanctioned Jim Crow or racial segregation as 
long as the facilities provided were equal. 2 
De jure political and social segregation was 
only the symbolic result of a process and system 
that was being imposed by a reign of terror on 
black individuals and communities throughout 
the nation from virtually the end of the Civil 
War into the twentieth century. From 1880 
through 1910 the visibility of racial violence 
assumed new proportions as violence beset and 
frequently consumed reform throughout the 
nation. The act of lynching and mob violence 
was used to intimidate blacks into submission 
in the political, social, and economic realms. 
These lynchings often became ritualistic 
affairs, where blacks of all ages and genders 
were slowly executed by mutilation and burn-
ing in a public forum, often with a carnival-like 
atmosphere.3 
In the latter part of the nineteenth century, 
de facto and de jure discrimination, violence, 
and intimidation defined the racial order 
throughout the nation. The black community 
in Kansas was not protected from this situa-
tion. During the Civil War and in its imme-
diate aftermath, a number of freed and free 
men and women moved to the state in search 
of political and economic opportunity. The 
migration continued throughout the 1870s, and 
as the racial climate deteriorated in the South 
following the collapse of Reconstruction, 
southern migrants developed what historian 
Nell Painter has called Kansas Fever. During 
the period between 1870 and 1880, the black 
population of Kansas increased to more than 
40,000. Almost immediately Kansans of both 
races began trying to hammer out some sort of 
modus vivendi, and while the rigid Jim Crow 
system that became synonymous with southern 
states did not fully develop in Kansas, de facto 
and de jure discrimination was practiced in the 
region.4 
When the Supreme Court overturned the 
Civil Rights Act of 1875 in 1883, one of the five 
cases they reviewed originated in Hiawatha, 
Kansas. Following the court's ruling, as in 
other regions of the country, discrimination 
in public accommodations arose throughout 
the state. Furthermore, racial violence reared 
its ugly head occasionally in the Sunflower 
State as the lynchings in Fort Scott (1881) 
and Topeka (1889) demonstrate. African 
Americans in Kansas and throughout the 
nation dealt with this assault on their politi-
cal and civil rights and their personal safety 
by overwhelmingly turning inward, looking to 
the African American community, its insti-
tutions, organizations, and fraternal, mutual 
aid, and beneficial societies, for protection, 
solace, and guidance. One of these developing 
organizations was the Afro-American League 
and its successor, the National Afro-American 
Council.s 
The architect of the Afro-American League 
was the unyielding radical journalist T. Thomas 
Fortune. As early as 1884 Fortune had used 
the editorial page of his paper, the New York 
Globe-subsequently renamed the Freeman 
and finally the Age-to promote the formation 
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of a national organization to defend against 
the hostile conditions from which the black 
population suffered. In 1887, after the contin-
ued decline of African Americans' civil and 
political rights, support for Fortune's proposed 
civil rights organization gained strength. In 
that year, the young Booker T. Washington 
expressed his enthusiasm for the idea when he 
wrote, "Push the battle to the gate. Let there 
be no hold-up until a League shall be found in 
every village." John Mitchell Jr., the outspoken 
editor of the Richmond Planet, also showed his 
support in his paper when he called for black 
America to "follow words with action .... 
Let the cry for organization go forth until the 
country is girdled with organizations of colored 
men who will be able to demand recognition 
and force the respect due the law by all men." 
Mitchell was so encouraged by the prospects of 
the League idea that he created the first state 
League in Richmond, Virginia, on June 22, 
1887.6 
In Kansas, the Afro-American community 
was also heeding Fortune's call for a race orga-
nization. Blacks in Topeka created a League 
during the fall of 1887, and over the next few 
years the idea of the League gained momen-
tum throughout the state. Leagues formed in 
Kansas City, Wichita, and Leavenworth, and 
in the final months of 1889 supporters of the 
league idea called for a state convention of the 
new civil rights group.? With this support in 
Kansas and other locales, Fortune called for 
a nationwide meeting to formulate a national 
body that would coordinate the efforts of the 
local leagues. On January 15, 1890, 141 dele-
gates from twenty-one states gathered to create 
the first national civil rights organization in 
the United States.8 
Over the next three years of its existence, the 
Afro-American League challenged attempts 
to segregate schools in Ohio, discrimination 
in insurance rates in New York, and separate 
coach laws in Tennessee. The organization also 
tested discrimination in restaurants with the 
case of its second president, T. Thomas Fortune, 
versus the Trainer Hotel, which became a kind 
of embarrassing cause celebre for the move-
ment due to Fortune's reported fondness for 
drink. Despite these small instances of success, 
however, the national organization folded in 
the early months of 1893. Fortune cited the 
lack of funds as the reason for the quick demise 
of the group. Less than a year after proclaim-
ing the organization defunct, he attempted, to 
no avail, to rekindle the League flame around 
the anti-lynching activities of Ida B. Wells, but 
ultimately the League quietly faded away on 
the national scene.9 
The protest tradition, however, did not die. 
Among a certain cadre of individuals, the 
desire for an active civil rights organization 
continued to be a goal. In September of 1898, 
two years after the Supreme Court's Plessy v. 
Ferguson decision had declared the doctrine 
of "separate but equal," and the year the court 
upheld Mississippi's disfranchisement legis-
lation in Williams v. Mississippi, this desire 
became a reality, as the Afro-American League 
was reborn on the national level as the Afro-
American Council. Among the leadership of 
the new organization was Bishop Alexander 
Walters, president, Ida B. Wells-Barnett, sec-
retary, and T. Thomas Fortune, director of the 
executive committee. to 
In its first year of activity, the organization 
solidified its Legal and Legislative Bureau and 
outlined its plan of attack on the growing Jim 
Crow system. The Legal Bureau, initially under 
the direction of Library of Congress librarian 
Daniel Murray, placed its attention, among 
other activities, on the increase of lynching 
and mob violence directed toward the black 
community. Such action became increasingly 
important following the horrible lynching of 
Sam Hose in Georgia. Following the brutal 
murder of Hose, the Council planned a day 
of prayer and fasting and organized ministers 
of all denominations to address the issue from 
the pulpit on June 4, 1899. Furthermore, the 
Literary Bureau of the Council sent out an 
appeal to all southern governors demanding 
that they use their offices to see that all citizens 
in their jurisdiction received justice.!l 
Two months later the Council held its 
first annual convention in Chicago. At this 
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meeting the delegation agreed, among other 
things, to have the Anti-Lynching Bureau, 
under the leadership of Ida B. Wells-Barnett 
and John Mitchell Jr., investigate all lynchings 
and have their findings published. Moreover, 
the group agreed to have the Legal and 
Legislative Bureau draft an anti-lynching bill 
that Council member and North Carolina rep-
resentative George H. White would introduce 
to Congress.l2 
Black communities throughout the nation, 
including those in Kansas, supported this 
action. While the Council was in session, the 
editors of the Parsons (Kansas) Weekly Blade 
applauded the actions of the Council and the 
principal participants, Daniel Murray, George 
White, and Edward Brown, in drafting the pro-
posed national anti-lynching legislation. They 
also celebrated the action of Nebraska Council 
members who were advocating the passage of a 
state anti-lynching bill. They did not believe, 
however, that such a measure was necessary 
in Kansas at the time, despite the occasional 
incidents of racial violence in the region. Such 
sentiment would change in Kansas in the 
coming year and a half,u 
Over the next year, the Council worked on 
its proposed objectives. Brown, Murray, and 
White drafted the organization's anti-lynching 
bill, and the group also raised money for its 
proposed case against Louisiana's grandfather 
clause. In other activity, Ida B. Wells-Barnett 
went on a speaking tour throughout the 
Midwest and the upper East Coast to solicit 
funds for the Anti-Lynching Bureau. The orga-
nization also continued to promote the forma-
tion of local and state branches throughout the 
country.l4 
By the second year of its existence, the 
organization began to gain some strength. This 
strength was especially demonstrated by the 
actions of the local councils that became more 
active around regional issues. In previous stud-
ies of the Afro-American Council and African 
American civil rights organizing during the 
period, scholars have remained focused on 
the national organization and the activities of 
the national leadership rather than on local 
activities of the group, preventing many from 
recognizing the extent to which the locals took 
matters into their own hands and defended 
their rights without the guidance or support 
of the national organization. Such is the case 
with the growth of the Kansas Afro-American 
Council and its activities around the lynching 
of Fred Alexander.15 
In October 1900 the town of Leavenworth 
witnessed the first of a series of disturbing 
headlines that made the area newspapers over 
the next several months. On October 18 the 
Leavenworth Times warned the community 
that there was a black male "lurking around." 
The paper ran an article on the fourth page 
entitled "Negro Attempts to Assault White 
Girl." In the piece the journalist explained 
that a young woman had been followed and 
attacked on her walk home. Though she could 
not describe the assailant, she was certain that 
it was an African American male.16 
Over the next few weeks, the local papers 
reported assaults on several other women in the 
city. Then, on November 7, Bessie Dougherty, 
a twelve-year-old African American girl, found 
the body of a young white woman in a ravine 
near Lawrence Avenue. Frightened, Bessie 
ran to tell her aunt what she had seen. They 
returned to the ravine and were unable to iden-
tify the girl. Shortly after, a crowd gathered and 
a white male, William Forbes, came forward 
and sadly identified the young woman as his 
nineteen-year-old daughter, Pearl. According 
to reports, William Forbes explained that his 
daughter must have been attacked when she 
was walking home from her job at the choco-
late department of a cracker and candy factory 
on the evening of November 6. The family 
was not alarmed when she did not return from 
work the previous evening because she some-
times spent the night with a coworker, Mary 
JohoskyP 
The police and Coroner Harry W. Koohler 
quickly came to the ravine and began inves-
tigating the crime. Everyone on the scene 
immediately feared that she had been sexu-
ally assaulted, but despite the fact that her 
underclothing was torn, the coroner concluded 
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that no sexual contact had taken place. There 
apparently had been a struggle, however, since 
the weeds were trampled down, her hair was 
disheveled, and there was a contusion above 
her right eye in addition to the visible hand 
marks on her throat. In his final report the 
coroner determined that Pearl was strangled 
during the affair.1S 
Though the assailant had done very little to 
conceal the crime, there were few clues as to 
who actually perpetrated the act. The atten-
tion, however, immediately fell on the African 
American community. The white community 
was also quick to connect the previous assaults 
to the Forbes murder and to promote the idea 
that a black incubus was lurking around waiting 
to pounce on any innocent young white female 
who happened across his path. In its discussion 
of the Forbes murder, the Leavenworth Times 
stated, "Although it is not known whether it 
was a white or colored man who committed 
the deed it is strongly suspected that it was one 
of the latter class because of the fact that the 
man who made all of the assaults was'a Negro." 
With such sentiment in the air, it was not long 
before the idea of a lynching bee was posited 
in the minds of the community. As the editors 
of the Times cried out, "[I]f the people of the 
city have their way, he will be summarily dealt 
without due recourse to the law.,,19 
Uncharacteristically for the turn of the 
century, however, the white community of 
Leavenworth did not lynch the first African 
American male who happened to stumble into 
the wrong area. Despite the fact that a number 
of suspects, all black men, were questioned 
in relation to the. Forbes murder, none was 
charged and the crime remained unsolved for 
several months. Surprisingly, as tensions and 
frustrations continued to rise, the community 
did not call for the immediate execution of any 
of the suspects without due process of law.20 
The relative calm of the community is even 
more surprising since, in addition to the Forbes 
murder remaining unsolved into the winter 
months of 1900 and 1901, the assaults on 
young white women also continued. Less then 
a month after Bessie Dougherty found the body 
of Pearl Forbes, the Times reported that several 
more assaults had occurred near the ravine on 
Lawrence Avenue. Interestingly, according to 
a report on December 5, the assailant was not 
African American but a white male wearing 
a dark, short overcoat and a black cap pulled 
down over his face. A few days later the Times 
again reported on a series of assaults in the gen-
eral vicinity of the Forbes murder. This time 
the reporter explained that two of the victims 
described their assailant as a large white man, 
and one described her attacker as a slight black 
man. Despite these varying descriptions, the 
community continued to look to the African 
American community as the source of the 
crimes. Less than two weeks into the new year, 
the community would have its incubus.21 
On Saturday evening, January 12, Eva 
Roth was walking home from her job when 
she noticed Fred Alexander following her 
down Cherokee Street. According to the 
twenty-two-year-old Eva, she was not at first 
frightened since she had known Mr. Alexander 
from childhood. They had both grown up in 
the same neighborhood. When she turned on 
Broadway and Alexander turned in the same 
direction, she became frightened, despite her 
early calmness. She crossed the Broadway 
Bridge and went up to the Clark house to wait 
for him to pass. Once he did, seemingly without 
noticing her-according to Roth, Alexander 
passed by whistling and very relaxed-she told 
herself that she was overreacting and contin-
ued down Broadway Avenue. A few moments 
later she explained that she again felt she was 
being followed, and when she turned around 
she was surprised to find that it was for a second 
time Alexander. This time he was much closer 
and was able to reach out and grab her. She 
screamed and Alexander ran off. 
William A. Evans, the principal of the 
local high school and the first on the scene, 
said that he found Roth lying in the snow 
and mud. When he asked her what had hap-
pened, she claimed that she was attacked by 
"a darkey that had followed her." She did not 
name Alexander as her assailant as she later 
clearly claimed in her recounting of the event. 
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FIG. 1. Sketch of Fred Alexander. Leavenworth 
Chronicle, January 16, 1901. 
According to Principal Evans, Nona Rollins, a 
young African American girl who was part of 
the growing crowd around Ms. Roth, listened 
to the woman's story and exclaimed, "I know 
who it was. It was Fred Alexander. He just now 
ran down the street and into our house." Upon 
this news the call was put out for Alexander's 
arrest.22 
Officer Mike McDonald arrested Alexander 
within twenty minutes without incident. 
McDonald took the accused to the police 
station where he was questioned. Despite 
Alexander's insistence that he was innocent, 
he was held in custody. Unlike the previous 
incidents when individuals were brought in 
for questioning for the attacks over the past 
months, many in the community began think-
ing that they had the person who was respon-
sible for all of the attacks. A large crowd began 
gathering outside the city jaiL 
One citizen had gone to the local grocery 
store and purchased some rope before arriving 
at the scene. Holding his purchase aloft, he 
cried out to the gathering crowd, "I am here for 
the same purpose you men are. I want to feel 
that my wife and daughters are safe when they 
are walking along the streets of Leavenworth, 
no matter whether it be day or night." Then, 
without mentioning the word lynching, and 
holding the haunting symbol of the rope in the 
air, the man asked for all those who supported 
him and his mission to follow him into the jail 
to gather the accused.23 
The mob moved as one toward the jail but 
was held off by police officers on the scene. 
Knowing that Alexander had been secretly 
swept off to another location, the officers, after 
some discussion, agreed to allow five members 
of the gang search the premises. After realizing 
that Alexander was not held at this location, 
the band of hooligans quickly surmised that 
he had been relocated to the county jail, and 
the group moved with "no noise except that 
of heavy walking" toward the new suspected 
confines of their villain.24 
Upon arrival at the county jail, the group was 
allowed admittance and was shown throughout 
the premises from the cellar to the garret. They 
were also allowed to search the courthouse but 
were unable to locate Alexander. The crowd 
then realized that they had been outmaneu-
vered, and deduced that the prisoner must 
have been taken to the state penitentiary in 
Lansing. At 11:00 Saturday night, five and one-
half hours after Fred Alexander had supposedly 
assaulted Eva Roth, the crowd disbursed. The 
group was not discouraged, however, as many 
of the men remarked as they were leaving, "Our 
time will come, he will have to be brought to 
the city for triaL"25 
During his interrogation on Saturday eve-
ning and throughout three hours of a "sweating 
process" on Sunday, Alexander declared his 
innocence in the affair. He also proclaimed 
his innocence in the murder of Pearl Forbes, 
which, once he was placed in custody, the 
community quickly assumed he was guilty of as 
welL 
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On Sunday Ed C. Murphy, a city detective, 
declared that he had suspected Alexander 
for the Forbes murder long ago. Murphy and 
another detective had actually questioned the 
young war veteran one evening and "great beads 
of sweat oozed out of [Alexander's] forehead," 
but they did not have "sufficient evidence to 
arrest him." Moreover, the detective asserted 
that Roth had claimed that Alexander grasped 
her by the wrist and placed one hand on her 
throat. According to Murphy, that was the same 
manner in which the other girls claimed they 
were approached and that is how he believed 
Pearl Forbes was attacked. Murphy claimed that 
all evidence "points to Alexander as the fiend 
who attempted the several crimes."26 
The same day, John Roth, father of Eva, 
stated that he would charge Fred Alexander 
with attempted criminal assault, and despite 
having no evidence, he would also charge 
Alexander with intent to commit rape. In a 
special Sunday session, a warrant was sworn 
out in the city court and placed in the hands 
of Sheriff Peter Everhardy. The sheriff, Chief 
of Police Joseph A. Cranston, Warden Joseph 
B. Tomlinson, and Leavenworth mayor Shaw 
F. Neeley held a meeting in the police station 
to arrange for Alexander's return to the city for 
arraignment. 
During the afternoon many white citi-
zens of Leavenworth also met in Bond's 
hall and formed the Leavenworth Vigilance 
Committee. The membership of the commit-
tee was kept secret, but it was announced that 
the group was formed for the "purpose of seeing 
that Alexander was lynched after his guilt 
had been positively established, especially for 
the Forbes murder." The group also vowed to 
work on removing a number of "objectionable 
characters" from the community. Following the 
meeting the committee placed "sentinels" on 
the road leading from the town to the peniten-
tiary as well as at the police station, county jail, 
and courthouse, with orders to notify the group 
immediately if any action of moving Alexander 
was announced or seen.27 
Leavenworth law enforcement officials 
could not decide on the best means of moving 
Alexander from the penitentiary in Lansing 
back to the courthouse for arraignment. At 
eight o'clock in the evening, a group of nearly 
500 decided not to wait and went to Lansing to 
demand that Alexander be released to them. 
Warden Tomlinson refused. Despite the crowd 
threatening to use dynamite to gain entrance 
into the penitentiary, he held fast. After a few 
hours the group concluded that Alexander 
would have to be brought to the city in the 
morning for his preliminary hearing. They 
decided they could wait. 
The following day was again full of chess 
moves between government officials and the 
anxious whites of Leavenworth who were 
now even more determined to see Alexander 
brought to their form of justice. Crowds devel-
oped at the courthouse, the county jail, and 
the penitentiary in the afternoon. Sheriff 
Everhardy deputized over twenty individuals 
and left for the penitentiary. He did not return 
with the prisoner, as many had expected, and 
by evening the crowd once again fixed its atten-
tion on the penitentiary, since there was no 
sign that Alexander had yet been moved.28 
While the mob formed around the peniten-
tiary, rumors began to spread that the black 
community of Leavenworth was forming a 
rescue team for the young Alexander. The 
white community also began to issue threats 
against the life of county attorney Harry 
Michaels for his assistance in collecting the 
affidavits against the prisoner. These actions 
and rumors made the restless group outside the 
penitentiary believe that something needed 
to be done immediately. However, William 
Forbes, the father of Pearl Forbes, calmed 
the crowd. He told the anxious mob that the 
authorities were not moving Alexander on that 
evening because he had not yet confessed to the 
murder of his daughter. Once that confession 
was obtained, he assured them that Alexander 
would be transferred to Leavenworth, and at 
that time his fate would most certainly be in 
their hands. He proclaimed that when they 
get the confession, they would "then lynch the 
brute." Forbes and the authorities were con-
vinced that Alexander would confess and were 
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certain that he was the murderer despite only 
circumstantial evidence against him. Most 
important in the minds of Forbes and the local 
authorities, Alexander could "give no satisfac-
tory account of his whereabouts" on that night 
nearly two months ago.29 
On Tuesday morning Governor William 
E. Stanley contacted Sheriff Everhardy and 
explained that he had made available two com-
panies of the Kansas National Guard for the 
protection of Alexander. The sheriff refused 
the assistance, however, and made certain that 
the governor understood that he, the sheriff, 
had the power and the will to protect the 
prisoner. The governor also contacted Warden 
Tomlinson and instructed him not to turn over 
Alexander unless the sheriff demonstrated 
enough strength to protect him. 
Throughout the morning the sheriff and the 
prosecution worked to see if they had enough 
evidence to formally charge Alexander with 
the murder of Pearl Forbes. Two Leavenworth 
police detectives, Ed C. Murphy and Thomas 
Brady, had signed affidavits claiming that they 
had visited Alexander's home after midnight 
following the murder of Pearl Forbes. During 
their visit they stated that they believed he 
was guilty but did not have enough evidence 
to arrest him. A large amount of their suspi-
cion was based on the fact that they found 
him asleep on his father's floor with only a 
thin sheet covering him on a night that was 
extremely cool and that when he was ques-
tioned he began sweating profusely. In addi-
tion to this signed affidavit, a number of other 
individuals produced evidence that accounted 
for Alexander's whereabouts for all but the 
forty-five-minute time frame when Pearl Forbes 
was attacked and killed. This circumstantial 
evidence and the sworn statements were com-
bined with the fact that Eva Roth and fifteen-
year-old Kate Gilson, another woman who 
claimed she was attacked a short time before 
Miss Roth on Saturday evening, had identi-
fied Alexander as the individual who assaulted 
them .. Finally twelve other women implicated 
Alexander as the man who attempted to attack 
them over the course of the past few months. 
All of these incidents were held together by 
claims that in every incident, the individual 
following the victim was whistling, and that 
Alexander had a habit of whistling.3o 
The legal forces in the Leavenworth region 
believed that this was enough evidence, and 
on January 15, at 1:50 p.m., the State of Kansas 
formally charged Fred Alexander with the 
murder of Pearl Forbes. Sheriff Everhardy, 
Deputy Sheriff Stance Myers, and a number 
of special deputies went to the penitentiary 
to serve Alexander with the new charges. In 
addition, the group went with the intention to 
bring Alexander back to Leavenworth. Judge 
Miles Moore demanded Alexander's presence 
in his courtroom by the end of the afternoon 
for arraignment in the Eva Roth case. After 
some discussion about Alexander's protection, 
Warden Tomlinson turned the prisoner over to 
the sheriff's custody at 3:14 p.m. Shortly before 
4:00 p.m., Alexander was safely transferred to 
the county jail,31 
Within minutes of Alexander's arrival, 
a large mob of more than 5,000 people sur-
rounded the jail. In less than thirty minutes the 
mob had gained entrance into the jail and had 
acquired keys to the cells. The gang grabbed 
Alexander and led him to the ravine where 
Pearl Forbes's body was found. Members of 
the group tied Alexander to a rail and covered 
him with kerosene from a Standard Oil tank 
wagon that stood nearby. William Forbes came 
forward and asked Alexander to confess to the 
murder of his daughter. Though his fate was 
certain, Alexander did not confess. Instead, he 
turned to the crowd and proclaimed, "People, 
you are killing the wrong man. Some day 
you'll run up against the right man, the man 
who killed the girl." These were his last words. 
Forbes struck a match. Alexander was set afire, 
only blocks from his family's home.32 
The fire died down after Alexander's body 
had burned for nearly three hours. "The 
young men of Leavenworth, who considered 
the measure necessary for protection of their 
sisters, wives and sweethearts," carried off the 
"shriveled hands and ears of the victim ... as 
mementoes .... [Men], Women and children 
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[also] fought ... for fragments of the boards 
which the fire left unconsumed .... One man 
secured the handcuffs and went away delighted 
with his good fortune."33 
After eight o'clock, county coroner Koohler 
arrived and collected what was left of Alexan-
der's remains. He placed the remains in a 
wooden coffin and took them to Sexton's under-
taking for public viewing. According to reports, 
for more than an hour a "constant stream of 
people passed through and reviewed the charred 
and almost shapeless mass of burned flesh" with 
a "morbid curiosity."34 
The following day, Coroner Koohler and 
a jury of six local representatives determined 
that Alexander had come to his "death by 
having been burned to death . . . by parties 
unknown." The coroner declared that he 
believed that everyone had become "uncon-
scious about 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon." He 
reported that he had done all he could to secure 
evidence against someone, but nobody knows 
who was in the mob." After the inquisition was 
completed, the remains were turned back over 
to the funeral home, after which undertaker 
James Sexton requested the Alexander family 
to come and collect the remains of their son 
for proper burial. It was reported that only one 
member of the family, Fred's younger brother, 
came to view the body. The family refused to 
bury the body, and Alfred Alexander, Fred's 
father and a seventy-one-year-old exoduster, 
said, "The people have mutilated him, now 
let them bury him." The city unceremoni-
ously buried Fred Alexander in Mount Muncie 
Cemetery during the afternoon of January 16. 
Only the driver accompanied the remains.35 
Condemnation of the city of Leavenworth 
for the murder of Fred Alexander was strong 
and fierce. The St. Joseph Gazette exclaimed, 
"[S]hame, shame upon the people of Leaven-
worth." The Kansas City World thought that 
the "action of the mob at Leavenworth will 
be an everlasting disgrace that the Sunflower 
state will not recall." The editors believed that 
the actions of the mob put at "naught all that 
Kansas has ever done for the emancipation and 
elevation of the descendents of Ham." Finally, 
the Detroit Journal, like the St. Joseph Gazette, 
believed that Kansas had shamed itself. The 
editors exclaimed that Kansas had "violated 
all her traditions and covered herself with 
a disgrace that can never be washed away." 
Moreover, "that such a crime could be perpetu-
ated in Kansas, the citadel of equal rights and 
the original forcing ground of abolition, only 
intensified the lawlessness of the atrocious pro-
ceeding."36 
The Kansas Legislature and Governor 
Stanley agreed with the press coverage of the 
brutal murder of Fred Alexander. The leg-
islature condemned the act and called for a 
thorough investigation, demanding that "the 
perpetrator of this monstrous proceeding shall 
be punished to the full extent of the law." 
Governor Stanley explained that he believed 
Sheriff Everhardy and Warden Tomlinson were 
responsible for Alexander's death. Despite his 
belief that both public officials were guilty, he 
reserved his harshest criticism for Everhardy. 
"The sheriff of Leavenworth is either a despi-
cable scoundrel or a despicable coward," 
asserted Stanley. The sheriff had assured him . 
that he could and would protect Alexander. 
Otherwise, the governor would have sent in 
the military force that he had at the ready. 
"The sheriff is to blame, and nobody else," 
explained the governor. Stanley proclaimed 
that he would reprimand him in some way and 
that he was considering a $500 reward for the 
apprehension of any of the ringleaders. The St. 
Joseph Daily News concurred with the governor 
and called for him to restore the death penalty 
and make the sheriff the first person to be 
arrested, tried, convicted, and hanged as an 
accessory to murder.37 
While the blame game continued, Sheriff 
Everhardy expressed his innocence while 
isolating himself from the public, claiming 
that he had become ill after all the stress of 
the Alexander affair. In other activity, the 
Kansas Legislature introduced a symbolic 
resolution that called for the expulsion of 
Leavenworth from the state. The Missouri 
Legislature responded by announcing that they 
would adopt the city as part of Platte County. 
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Finally, Albert Alexander went to the press 
and expressed his son's innocence, proclaiming 
that he and his family were calling upon the 
governor to issue a reward for the apprehension 
of the ringleaders of the lynching.38 
Following the lead of the Alexander family, 
the black citizens of Kansas responded to 
the murder of Fred Alexander in a proactive 
manner. Many African Americans appealed 
for the community to turn inward and called 
for the use of self-defense if the white com-
munity continued to use such barbaric actions 
against the black citizens of the state. The 
Wichita Searchlight exclaimed that the African 
American community needed to arm them-
selves. Any black citizen of Kansas without a 
"Smith & Wesson pistol, a Repeating Rifle, 
[and] 50 rounds of ammunition for each ... 
[was] foolish." The American Citizen believed 
that the burning of Alexander was "a solemn 
~arning" to African Americans "all over the 
country to get together or stay apart and be 
exterminated."39 
Amid these calls for self-defense and self-
reliance, African Americans throughout the 
region began to hold conventions condemning 
the actions of the mob in Leavenworth and 
discussing the response the community should 
take. Five hundred blacks met in Kansas City 
under the auspices of the National Negro 
Business League on January 22. Supporters of 
the Afro-American Council throughout the 
region also began to organize. As the League 
was meeting in Kansas City, 300 Council sup-
porters convened in Wichita. They condemned 
Alexander's burning and called upon the 
governor and the legislature to apprehend and 
punish the perpetrators. Moreover, in keeping 
with earlier sentiment, they believed that the 
culprits of the crime included "the cowardice of 
a set of weak officials who are unworthy of the 
offices they pretend to hold.'>4O 
During the final days of January, black 
Kansans also met in Arkansas City, Emporia, 
Edwardsville, and Topeka. In Topeka 150 con-
cerned blacks converged in a hall on Kansas 
Avenue to discuss the necessary action. The 
principal speaker at the event was W. B. 
Townsend of Leavenworth, who called upon 
those in attendance and the black community 
of Kansas in general to assert their manhood 
and "attend to Negro Business." 
In an address to the people of Kansas, the 
convention called for all citizens of the state to 
unite for the proper enforcement of all laws and 
urged the governor, the attorney general, and 
the Leavenworth county attorney to apprehend 
and convict the perpetrators of the Alexander 
murder. The group also called upon all black 
citizens of Kansas to unite under the Afro-
American Council and apply pressure to the 
state's political machine to prevent Kansas from 
becoming "another Georgia." Similar sentiments 
were raised in the other meetings. Finally, they 
and the other local groups that met throughout 
the state agreed to hold a meeting in Topeka 
on February 22 to perfect the state Council. 
Moreover, Dr. William H. Hudson of Atchison, 
the chairman of the executive committee of the 
Kansas Afro-American Council, asked all chari-
ties and organizations to correspond with him in 
order to discuss the action the Council should 
take in response to the Alexander murder.41 
In addition to the activity in Kansas, Coun-
cil members in various places throughout the 
country met to show support for the Kansas 
organization and its burgeoning struggle. In Des 
Moines, Iowa, for instance, Council support-
ers gathered to celebrate Abraham Lincoln's 
birthday and to condemn the lynching of Fred 
Alexander. C. B. Woods, the president of the 
Des Moines Council, called the meeting to 
order and impressed upon the audience the 
necessity of uniting to end the so-called race 
problem. As he stated, "[Y]ou must not expect 
some other race to solve the question for you, 
but do it yourself and above all things, let your 
motto be, 'United we stand; divided we fall.''' 
Local attorney George Woodson also pushed 
the issue of unity and forcibly impressed upon 
the audience that only through unity of action 
within the Afro-American Council would the 
race be able to gain some method "to stop the 
burning of our fellow man.'>42 
Throughout the month of February, the 
supporters of the Council continued to drum 
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up support for the formation of a unified 
organization. A week before the proposed 
state conference, the group published a strong 
appeal urging all to attend, asserting that it was 
"better to drown unitedly [sic] trying to swim 
than to die with muscles and brain, either idle 
or disconcerted." According to Dr. Hudson and 
his cosigners, unity was necessary to prevent 
another "Fred Alexander burned in the state, 
just because he is black.',,!3 
In addition to the formation of a more per-
manent Afro-American Council in Kansas, a 
group of ministers from throughout the state 
were organizing the Ministerial Union. Nearly 
200 concerned citizens gathered on February 
17 in Kansas City. Albert Alexander was 
present at the meeting and asked for those in 
attendance to aid him and his family in finding 
and prosecuting the ringleaders of the crime. 
Moreover, he provided the audience with 
details of his son's prosecution that he claimed 
were not carried by the Associated Press. He 
described how detectives had come to his 
house after the Forbes murder, but despite the 
claims of the Leavenworth law enforcement, 
they were unable to find evidence that Fred 
was the murderer. Finally, in relation to the 
lynching, he declared that the Associated Press 
had sanitized the crime and had chosen not to 
publish all the gruesome details, including the 
attempts of the crowd to force his son to eat his 
own flesh prior to being set afire. 
The Ministerial Union took up a collection 
to start a fund to aid in the capture and pros-
ecution of the perpetrators of the Leavenworth 
burning. "Since Kansas unfortunately has 
a Governor who has not seen fit to offer a 
reward" that he had promised, explained 
Reverend Henry V. Plummer, president of the 
organization, "the appeal to every negroe's [sic] 
pocket book must be stronger." Finally, the 
group of ministers and their supporters agreed 
to assist the Council in any plans they devel-
oped in Topeka at the end of the week.44 
Five days after the meeting of the Minister-
ial Union in Kansas City, African Americans 
converged on Topeka to form the Kansas 
State Afro-American Council. In the group's 
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meeting in Topeka, Kansas. Topeka Plainsdealer, 
March 1, 1901. 
published resolutions, among other things, the 
more than one hundred delegates from about 
fifteen counties created an executive commit-
tee with the mission to call upon Governor 
Stanley, asking him to post the reward for 
the arrest and prosecution of the members of 
the mob. The delegates also agreed to urge 
Attorney General Aretaf A. Goddard to bring 
charges against the officers who were derelict 
in their duties and to implore the legislature 
to pass legislation to suppress mob violence. 
In addition, the delegates raised several hun-
dred'dollars of their own to combine with any 
reward that the governor might offer. Finally, 
the Council and the Ministerial Union agreed 
to join their activities.45 
Council supporters understood that their 
activity was not going to be easy. White 
citizens throughout Kansas, but particularly in 
Leavenworth, were taking issue with the orga-
nizing activities of the black community. In 
Leavenworth on the eve of the Council meet-
ing, W. B. Townsend's home was destroyed by 
a mysterious fire, the second such fire in the 
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black community since the Alexander murder. 
Members of the Council understood that this 
was a deliberate attack on Townsend for his 
open support for the formation of the Council 
and for the push to prosecute the ringleaders 
of the lynching. The Council acknowledged 
this, declaring that the organization would not 
stand for such action against the black commu-
nity and that they would defend their homes in 
any way necessary.46 
The day after the convention, the Council's 
executive committee, led by attorney James H. 
Guy of Topeka, met with Governor Stanley and 
succeeded in convincing him to offer the $500 
reward for the apprehension and conviction of 
Fred Alexander's murderers. According to the 
governor's published proclamation, he would 
only offer the reward for the apprehension and 
arrest of any of the killers for ninety days. If the 
Council could not apprehend the "unknown 
party" within ninety days, the reward would no 
longer be paid. With this limited yet successful 
start, the Kansas Afro-American Council hit 
the road running in their attempt to get blacks 
in the state the "same treatment that other 
races" received.47 
Over the next month, the Kansas Afro-
American Council continued to move quickly. 
At the end of March, Dr. William H. Hudson 
informed his constituents that eleven cities 
had formed branches and sent money for the 
Alexander case. Moreover, Hudson explained 
that the state council's executive committee 
had begun to negotiate with lawyers on how 
to proceed with the case and implied that the 
suit would include an investigation of the local 
sheriff's involvement in the lynching. Finally, 
not satisfied with the war chest the group had 
secured, Hudson and the other Council execu-
tives ambitiously called upon the organization's 
members to raise $10,000 to assist in the cap-
ture and conviction of the Fred Alexander 
mob and to bring to "justice any official whose 
derelection [sic] of duty aided and abetted" the 
crime.48 
On April 13 Alfred Alexander and repre-
sentatives of the Council approached County 
Attorney Harry Michael with evidence in the 
crime and asked him to issue a warrant for 
the arrest of William Forbes, one policeman, 
and one city official. The exact nature of the 
charges was not released nor was the response 
of the county attorney. In their coverage of 
the events, the editors of the American Citizen 
called upon African Americans throughout 
Kansas to not be deterred and to support the 
Council and Alexander in their actions. "If 
you have race pride you have an opportunity to 
show it," declared the editors.49 
With this flurry of activity, the Kansas Afro-
American Council demonstrated that they 
were prepared to fight for their rights. By mid-
May, as the deadline of the governor's reward 
approached, the Topeka Plaindealer reported, 
"[S]everallawyers have been seen [and] sworn 
depositions have been taken in the city which 
gloats of burning a live [sic] a 'nigger' like fiends 
of hell to a heart-rendering death. . . . [And] 
the details of procedure have been carefully 
planned." Now the editors assured their read-
ers, the Council was "ready to take the next 
step in the open.,,50 
The move did not take place quickly. 
County Attorney Michael dragged his feet on 
the Council's requests for warrants and ulti-
mately concluded that the Council's evidence 
was insufficient. Because of Michael's apathy 
and negligence, the Council missed the gov-
ernor's deadline for the reward. This, however, 
did not discourage the Council. During the 
first week of June, the Topeka Plaindealer again 
discussed the Fred Alexander affair, this time 
focusing on the legal case. J. H. Childers, chief 
editor of the Plaindealer and a Council member, 
informed his readers that reward or no reward, 
the Kansas Afro-American Council was labor-
ing to "visit retribution upon the head of the 
cowardly sheriff of Leavenworth county, whose 
complicity in the recent outrageous crime ... is 
conspicuous." Furthermore, Childers explained 
that the Council was compiling evidence to 
prove that the sheriff was actually "a party to 
this dastardly crime." What Childers and the 
Council asked their Kansas constituents to do 
at the moment was to continue to send dona-
tions for the legal case and aid the Council 
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in advocating for the state legislature to pass 
anti-lynching legislation. The Kansas Council 
desired the passage of such legislation that 
existed in Ohio and South Carolina where the 
counties could be held responsible for injuries 
to persons and property committed by mobs.51 
Within a month the Council, working in 
conjunction with the Ministerial Union, met 
with Kansas attorney general Goddard and 
asked him to remove Leavenworth sheriff 
Everhardy from office. The group had called 
upon the attorney general back in February, 
making a similar request, but he had told them 
they needed to collect the necessary evidence 
to have him consider such action. After five 
months of quietly gathering affidavits, the 
group presented the attorney general with 
twenty sworn statements accusing the sheriff 
of "neglect of duty and malfeasance in office." 
Upon receiving the evidence, Goddard told 
the group that he would survey the material 
and take the appropriate action. The Council, 
however, did not passively wait for him to act. 
In an attempt to prevent the attorney general 
from sweeping the case under the rug, they 
took their case to the press and had both the 
Topeka Plaindealer and the Kansas City Journal 
publish the evidence.52 
When the evidence was made public, the 
Leavenworth Chronicle published the report 
of the Council's call on the attorney general 
under the headline 
One Lesson isn't enough. Colored people 
trying to stir up trouble over the Alexander 
affair. They want Sheriff Everhardy ousted 
and have filed a lot of papers with Attorney 
General Goddard. The people of Leaven-
worth settled the Alexander matter to their 
own satisfaction and any Negroes not satis-
fied can have another lesson if they wish. 
The editors of the Topeka Plaindealer responded 
by proclaiming that "the Negroes of Kansas 
stand ready to meet the class of hudlums [sic] 
and pug-uglies," and they asserted that "the 
second lesson" would not "be such a one sided 
affair as the first."53 
Unfortunately for the Council and its sup-
porters, the Kansas political machine was 
not going to charge one of its officials for the 
murder of Fred Alexander no matter how much 
evidence they brought to the attorney general. 
Poet Sterling Brown years later hauntingly 
expressed the sentiments that surely were on 
the minds of the black citizens of Leavenworth 
and many throughout the country facing simi-
lar injustices: 
They got the judges 
They got the lawyers 
They got the jury-rolls 
They got the law 
They don't come by ones 
They got the sheriffs 
They got the deputies 
They don't come by twos 
They got the shotguns 
They got the rope 
We git the justice 
In the end 
They come by tens.54 
The citizens of Kansas got word in mid-
September that, after dragging his feet for a 
number of months, Attorney General Goddard 
did not deem the evidence sufficient to sue 
for the removal of Sheriff Everhardy from 
office. Many in the organization believed 
that the attorney general was acting out of 
political ambition, as he had "the supreme 
court judgeship bee buzzing in his political 
Stetson," but his refusal was still a setback. 
Following the decision, the Council referred 
its case to Governor Stanley, who had sup-
ported the activities of the organization with 
his offering of a reward for the apprehension 
of the murderous ruffians. The governor's sup-
port, however, did not include the removal of 
a public official despite the fact that he had 
implicated the sheriff directly following the 
murder of Alexander. Moreover, as the editors 
of the Topeka Plaindealer pointed out, Stanley 
had larger political goals, as he was "ambitu-
ous [sic] to be [a] United States Senator" and 
they did not believe that he would risk his 
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political dreams on the prosecution of a white 
public official for the murder of an African 
American.55 
Ultimately, the Topeka Plaindealer was cor-
rect. Governor Stanley would not gamble away 
his political future and refused to step in and 
remove Sheriff Everhardy from office. Despite 
the setback, however, members of the Kansas 
Afro-American Council continued to orga-
nize for their social and political rights. Over 
the next few years, the Kansas branch of the 
Council became one of the group's strongest 
in the Midwest. Moreover, the organization's 
attempt to remove the guilty public official was 
a bold move for any group of African Ameri-
cans living in the South or the lower Midwest 
at the turn of the century and foreshadowed an 
approach that the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People would use in 
~he coming decades. 
While the actions of the Kansas Afro-
American Council in the Alexander affair are 
remarkable for the period, they were not alone 
in their attempt to defend their rights in the 
region. Local branches of· the Council in the 
Midwest and Great Plains were active through-
out the period, as was demonstrated in the 
Iowa branch's support for the Alexander case 
and the early activity of the Nebraska Council 
to pass an anti-lynching bill in their state. 
Moreover, in addition to the activity in these 
states, there were active councils through-
out the region, including Colorado, Illinois, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Oklahoma, New Mexico, 
Texas, and Wisconsin. Furthermore, in addi-
tion to the activity of the Afro-American 
Council, black men and women in the region 
were lending their support to other develop-
ing African American organizations such as 
the National Negro Business League and the 
National Association of Colored Women's 
Clubs. 
All of this activity is an example of African 
Americans throughout the country organiz-
ing for their self-help and self-defense during 
the period in which the promises of the 
Reconstruction era were being systematically 
stripped away. Moreover, setbacks or defeats 
such as the Alexander affair did not detour the 
cadre of individuals who knew their rights and 
had the courage to defend them. Throughout 
the early twentieth century the Council on 
the national and local levels continued to 
press forward with their own legal struggles. 
At the same time as the legal fight in Kansas, 
for example, the National Council instituted 
a challenge of the Louisiana "grandfather 
clause" as well as two suits challenging the 
changes to the Alabama suffrage laws. The 
Legal and Legislative Bureau also testified 
before congressional committees on the Irwin 
and Morrill bills, which called for the creation 
of a commission to investigate the condition 
of the race in the southern states and for an 
amendment to the Interstate Commerce Law, 
respectively. Furthermore, the Council took 
on the lawsuit of H. T. Johnson, editor of 
the Christian Recorder, against the Pullman 
Company.56 
These activities by the Afro-American 
Council and those by its predecessor, the Afro-
American League, represent an important 
chapter in African American social and politi-
cal thought. In a period increasingly domi-
nated by the ideas of industrial education and 
accommodation, the League and the Council 
represented the persistence of a protest tradi-
tion. The group's platform of emphasizing civil 
rights and suffrage, along with promotion of 
racial solidarity, economic nationalism, and 
self-help, was an attempt to merge into one 
organization many of the political ideologies 
that dominated black intellectual thought 
at the time. The activities of the two groups 
between 1890 and 1909, and of the organiza-
tions that developed in their wake, represented 
examples of African America's various orga-
nizational responses to the growing Jim Crow 
system. More importantly, the activities of the 
League and Council demonstrate that there 
was agitation in the age of accommodation, 
which paved the road for many of the activities 
developed by the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People over the past 
century, especially their "go into the courts and 
fight it out" mentality.57 
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